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 AIM 

Formation of  

VEDIC MATHEMATICS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY      

UNIVERSITY 

 

 

Think Meditate Transcend, Glimpse and Imbibe Format Features Order  
Values and Virtues of Vedic sounds formulations along Sunlight Carriers   

 
AWARENESS EVALUATION STEPS  

 

1. LET US FOLLOW TRANSCENDENTAL CARRIERS OF SUNLIGHT 

2. TRANSCENDENTAL (5-SPACE) DOMAIN AS FOUNDATION FORMAT 

3. CREATION  

4. SELF REFERRAL (6-SPACE) CREATION FORMAT 

 

5 

Vedic Mathematics 

 

 

1. Vedic Mathematics is the Mathematics of 

chase along the creation formats. 

2. To have an idea of the potentialities of 

Ganita Sutras, we may have a fresh visit 

to the format and features of the very first 

letter of the text of Ganita Sutra 1 namely 

‘,’ the sixth vowel. 

3. The transcendental (5-space) code value 

of letter ‘,’ is 6 

4. The transcendental (5-space) code value 

of letters of Devnagri alphabet goes 

ahead along self referral (6-space) 

formats as of sound frequencies values 

and virtues which make ‘,’ as ,dkj%  

5. TCV (,) = 6 while TCV (,dkj%) = 26  

6. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the Vedic meters range is of value 

‘26’  
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7. A step ahead the self referral (6-space) 

format itself transits and transforms into a 

unity state format which accepts a self 

referral (6-space) format for each of the 

four steps composition of the letter, 

illustratively ‘,’ as ‘,dkj%’ along the self 

referral (6-space) format with self referral 

(6-space) format for all the four 

consonant letters of ‘dkj%’ (i)  ‘d’ (ii) vk 

(iii) j~ (iv) v  being (i) ddkj~% (ii) vdkj~% 

(iii) jsQ (iv) vdkj% 

8. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the transition for ‘,dkj~%’ of value 26 

along the unity state format  would be ‘6 

+ 1 + 20 + 2 + 20 + 3 + 13 + 13’ = 78 

9. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the 78 = 13 x 6 which is parallel to 

78 coordinates for all the 13 geometries 

range of 6-Space 

10. Still further it also would be relevant to 

note that some of the boundary 

component of all the 13 versions of hyper 

cube 6 comes to be 78 

11. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the transcendental (5-space) code 

value, self referral (6-space) format value 

and unity state value of letter ‘,’ as such 

shall be making the format and features 

of Ganita Sutra 1 and as such of whole 

range of Ganita Sutras and Upsutras 

being very wide and structurally to be 

very rich in its values and virtues 

12. It would be exercise to sequentially chase 

the whole range of texts of Ganita Sutras 

and Upsutras parallel to the triple values 

chase of the first letter ‘,’ / sixth vowel 

accepting values triple (6, 26, 78) 

13. One may have a pause here and take note 

that the first pair of artifices (6, 26) is 

parallel to 6-space and 26 meters range. 

14. The end values pair (6, 78) is parallel to 

Srimad Bhagwad Geeta, the divine songs 

of Lord Krishna, the incarnation of Lord 

Vishnu is of its last i.e. 18 chapter being 

of 78 shalokas range  

15. Still further it also would be relvant to 

note that pair (26, 78) re-organization as 

26 x 1, 26 x 3 with summation value 26 + 

78 = 104  with NVF (four space) = 104 

and that 4 = 1 + 1 + 1 while 10 = 1 + 2 + 

3 + 4 

16. One may have a further pause here and 

take note that the synthesis of three 

quarters of a square bring into fourth 

quarter of its own. 

17. One shall sit comfortably and permit the 

transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of deep trans 

and to be face to face with the format and 

features of transcendental (5-space) code 

value self referral (6-space) format value 

and unity state value accepted by letters 

(vowels and consonant of Devnagri 

alphabet and as a result there of Vedic 

Systems unfolding many folds.  
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